
The Chinese Culture Will Win 

I do not know if the Chinese military will win, or if the Chinese economy will win. But I do know that the Chinese culture 

will win.  

But why? 

It is actually very simple. Chinese culture has long based itself on harmony. 

You should have heard of yin and yang. To explain it in a more obvious and scientific way, I will 

give you an example in electricity. Yes, there are two opposing forces in electricity: the positive 

and the negative. The reason that all the electrical devices are working, is because people 

designed them in such a way that these two opposing forces are harnessed and functioning in a 

harmonious and powerful way. 

And the results are powerful and beautiful combined forces that work for us. 

Now, let us expand this idea into other aspects of life. There are boys and girls. Do they have to 

fight each other constantly? Or do they need to learn to achieve a harmony so that the human 

kind can reproduce and go on forever? 

Similarly, there are two parties, one Democrat and one Republican. Do they need to learn to achieve a harmony so that 

the future of this country will not be in jeopardy? 

No, not only in politics that people are narrow-minded, in religion also. For example, people fight against people like the 

deadliest enemies because some believe in Creation and some in Evolution. (To be honest, this is the most shameful 

thing that I have heard so far. Both sides claim they are for God and love God and they fight like the deadliest enemies! 

And imagine that there is only one God in the Universe!)   

Harmony is a manifestation of wisdom, of broad-mindedness, and of true love. And this is one element of the core 

education that the Western world has yet to learn.  

To me, God created the science of evolution including everything underneath it. So what is the argument about? Why 

waste any more time or energy? 

Simply admit that we have been narrow-minded and, start this very moment, learn to be in harmony. 

I will give you a very suitable Chinese saying: 放

fàng

 下

xià

 屠

tú

 刀

dāo

 立

lì

 地

dì

 成

chéng

 佛

fó

 。 It is saying: “put down your butcher’s knife and 

become a wise and compassionate Buddha (, Christian, or Muslim) right there this very moment.” 
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